
2 Basics of EloquatTheory

Periodically driven quantum systems

#(t +5) =F(t)

Solutions of time dependent Schroding equation
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Floquet mode with
same periodicityas the
Hamiltonia

1Palt+T =14xItK

Ex is called quasienery

Inserting Ansatz 14K into time dep. Schrodinger eq. icals:

(FH) -it8t)(4x(t)) =2x1Palt)>

Fourier expansion: Ikalt) =eiPot /nT

Time- dependent problem transformed into time-indep one
4 The eigenvalue problem involves an infinite matix

Quasienergies are only defined up to integer multiples of
the driving energy quantum m. tws with me



) Like spatially periodic systems, where quasimomentum
is defined within the first Brillowin zone,
the quasienery can be defined in the range
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Description in terms of the unitary time evolution operator Itstr)
i

14(t)) -> 14(t))

which is a solution of the time cup. SEq

it 8t [(t,t) =fIt) [It,to)

with [(tr,to) =I

Periodic Systems

[(t+T,0) =ult,0) IT,0);lt+T,T =[(t,0)

#Y(nT, 0) =[UCT,0)3=(Eci))n me IN

where UCT) is the time evolution operator over one period T

the longtime behaviour of the system can be described by
~IUE) at times t =M.T.

Floquet Theorem F



Evolution of the system after one driving period can
ba described by an effective time-indep. Floquet
Hamiltonicen #I

- UluT)=(UT)] =euT#F

or UIT) = e
- "*HIT

Note: *effective Hamiltonian isnot unique--

-

*they are related via
gage

transformations

*they share the same spectral and topological properties

In general it is difficult to find an anapticexpression for
the effective Floquet Hamiltoniam Vo

High-Frequency limit

w =2large compared to other characteristic

energy scales

D IIcan be computed pertubatively

Re:Having computed II, the theoretical discussion

simplifies and for most cases we can study
the dynamics of the system using the

established M
techniques for undriven systems

⑪
e.g. topological invariant to characterize

quasionery bands -> Cherm number...



Magnus Expansion useful for description of stroboscopic

long-teven dynamics

IF=EFI)

with #I =F IHI dt
#E = -)[HI), FIIt)] dtats

:

I higher order terms scaling as an

Resonant Driving additional terms in the Hamiltonianto that

diverge with no to denoted as Fw

P perform a unitary transformation

RIt) = e"Fat

- f(z) =R(t) [It)Rt) - it E() 11(t)

Refs:N.Goldman, J.Dalibard, M. Aicklsburger, N.D.Cooper Phys. Dev.A91,033632
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Cresonant drive) (2015)

N.Goldman and J.Dalibard Phys. Rev.x1,031027 (2014)

S. Rahav, I.Gilary and S. Fishman Phys. Rev. A18,013820 (2003)



EMPLE:1 driven TLS B

A - J(102 (1) f()(0)) +1 h)<1) I
-->Wn+ Vcos(wt+1) 10)<01 ~
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e.g. spatialDVResonant during tw
=1

with offset

↳ Perform transformation into rotating frame

R(z) =e iwnsclt+
IV) at Ia<0l

↳f(t) =J10<11e:2) +JH)cOle
-int)
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with yet) =-lot-sinkot+1))

Lowest-order FloquetHamiltonian using Magnus expansion:
IF=FYI dt

0

Ewt
=-*( Jocele-ilt-sinkte)) Ih.c.]dt
=I JSE) e 10x<1)th.c.
e

inherited
from drive phase

where Jnk)= **a-iCt-xSiMI) dt



- In the presence of resonant periodic

modulation, the coupling between levels (8) and 17

is restored with an effective coupling strength

15J5))e
phase of modulation
appears as complextunnelingterm

Multi-Photon Process

It) =6(10)<11 +(((01) + 1 ()(1)

↓ V cos(wt+f) 10x01

where I= 0, tw and wet

↳same transformation torotating frame as before RIt)

↳effective Floquet Hamiltonism

==1Jv(r) Sei* 10)( +e-in)c01]
ne

Bessel function of
first kind of ordere

Jecr=Eciler--sime) at



Experiments in isolated double wells

www
↳tune modulation amplitude and modulation frequency
↳
Prepare initial stake,where atoms are localized

on lattice site with lower
every

W turne on W-⑭ modulation ⑭ ⑬

-> -

I Jeff
InitialStat FloquetSstu

2. Schwarzer et al. Nat. Phys.15, 168 (2019)
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② Engineering XI Hamiltonia
from Xx+drive

HA) =Axx +Hative (t)

-(jj(5155 +5,54) + (Ri(t)[cospIt)5+ sindIt)5,")

S.Geiwu et al.

Science 374
-
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1149(2021)

4 H - [Jij)x55+s,5,; + 825252

Sx =1-v +x) =1w-nSz =1- w +V

in =t(1-2v =2w), t=[(1+2-2r), [g =2i)- 2u +2v)

SAR): * Floquat Stems powerful way for Hamiltonia Engineering
· Artificial Gauge Fields
· XXE Tuning

*AVER:There are cases where physics of driven
system cannot be captured by effective
Ikuritomise. Example:Anomalous Floquet Systems
See: M.Rudner, N.Linder, E.Berg, M.Lavin DR 3,031005 (2013)


